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Team name:

Bell handling & call changes
1. The “open handstroke” is the…
a) gap between your hands on the sally?
b) extra space that you leave between yourself and the bell
in front of you?
c) extra space left at handstroke when leading?
2. To ring your bell quicker at handstroke do you...
a) catch the sally lower down and pull sooner?
b) pull the sally harder?
c) catch the sally a bit higher and pull sooner?
3. To ring your bell quicker at backstroke do you…
a) slide up the tail end a couple of inches?
b) slide down the tail end a couple of inches?
c) pull the previous handstroke harder?

6. If you are leading is your bell ringing…
a) second?
b) first?
c) last?
7. If you are ringing in a 6 bell tower and you are “covering” to Plain
Hunt on 5 bells are you ringing..
a) the treble?
b) the 5th bell?
c) the tenor?
8. When affected by a call do you…
a) change places next handstroke?
b) change places next backstroke?
c) gradually move a bit earlier or later and wait for feedback from
the conductor?

4. To ring your bell slower at handstroke do you…
a) catch the sally slightly lower?
b) pull the sally harder?
c) pull the sally less hard?

9. A call swaps two bells. This means
a) both bells ring slower?
b) bells rung by two ringers standing next to each other change
places?
c) two bells ringing one after the other change places?

5. To ring your bell slower at backstroke do you…
a) go up the tail end and don’t pull so hard?
b) pull the previous handstroke harder?
c) pull the previous handstroke less hard?

10. The bells are ringing rounds. “2 to 3” is called. This produces…
a) 123456?
b) 132456?
c) 132546?
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